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I would like to thank you for your invitation to the Conference and for giving the
Commission thc opportunity to participate in
the panel discussion.
As you are no doubt aware, the initial
objective of the Commission's regulatory
activities wa$ to create a common market
wherc goods would circulate freely without
regard as to whether they are made by
national manufacturers or are imported, provided they satisfy ccrtain requirements.
In the motor vehicle sector, this has been
achieved by the creation of the European
Economic Community (EEC) type-approval
system. ln creating this system, the Commrssion has never confined itself to harmonizing
the existing national standards,but has always
tried to improve safety and reduce air pollution and noise, as far as this was acceptable to
the member states. Now that this typeapproval procedure is nearly completed, the
Ccmmission is already studying the evolution
of regulations concemirrg motor vehicle construction. It is quite clear that thcse future
regr.ilationsshould reflect the most up-todate
scicntific knowlcdge. In this context, the
Commission has always appreciated the most
valuable information provided by the delegates to all the Experimental Safety Vehicle
(ESV) Conferences.
In Decembet 7975, the Commission organiaed its last Europearr $ymposium based on
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the trends in the regulations concerning
motor vehicle design. AII interested citcles,
such as govemment, industry, and research
and consumer groups were represented. I
would like to take this opportunity to quote
some of the conclusions of the Symposium
that are of special interest for this Conferencel
r There is a need to improve the safety, not
only of car occupants, but also of the
urrprotected road users, especially pedestrians, who are frequently struck by cars.
r Impact test methods for car$ must be
developed that truIy reflect the reality of
road accident situations and that lead to
greater safety in telation to the desired
future vehicle population. For example, the
saJety of large-car users should not be
improved at the expense of the occupants
of the sma.ll cars that are widely used in
Europe.
r It is desirable, over the long term, that any
safety regulations be set out in the form of
performarrce standards. These standards
should be specified in terms of acceptable
injury tolerance levels to be measured in
realistic standard tests. Therefore, it is
necessaryto switch from specifying design
rules for the different car components
(such as safety belts, steering assemblies,
and windscreens) to defining comprehensive performance standardsin which injury
criteria for given improved test conditions
are examined on dummies or similar appropriate test devices.
However, as far as injury criteria are con-
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reaeonablereproducible performance.
Mr. Chairmarr, these are the general lines of
future research and development in Europe in
the field of motor vehicles,and it seemsto me
that they correspond largely to the results of
the present conference. This shows quite
clearly the great interest in an exchange of
information between the United States and
Europe.

cerned, the scientifrc and biomechanical
knowledge still needs to be improved, atrd, in
order to define the appropriate types of crash
tests to be used, the state of accident analysis
must be reconsidered. Finally, a concerted
effort in research and development is needed
to develop suitable test choices-dummies
that adequately reflect human response to
collision forces, and at the same time provide
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A reeent review of haffic a- ciC s in
Japan indicates that the number of faualities
has been decreasingyear after year since 1970
when it was at its peak. The number of
fatalities this year shows a further decrease
from that of last year. The downward trend is
especially remarkable in Tokyo. Thus the
number of traffic fatalities this year so far has
been reduced to a rate comparable to that of
the early 1930's.
The contributions to this reduction include
vehicular safety, tightening of police control,
improvement in road traffic safety equipment, and promotion of drivers' safety consciousness.
In this downward tendency of the total
number of fatalities, however, the accidents
involving pedestrians have marked only a
slight decrease in number, and they account
for a high percentage of the total fatalities.
Pedeetrian protection will be considered as arr
important question hereafter.
An analysis of pedestrian fatalities by sge
has disclosed that the largest number of cases
involve children. This fact suggeststhat children are not so careful in their daily activities,
and that successful safety training for them
can hardly be expected.
As a measure for reducing pedestrian accidents, improvement in road conditions is
considered to be the primary necessity. Of
course, effective improvement of the motor

vehicles themselves is desirable, but it will
inevitably involve great difficulty.
The first step in vehicle design from the
viewpoint of pedestrian accident prevention
should be an improvement in visibility to
permit the driver to operate his vehicle while
avoiding contact with the pedestrian.A reduction in pedestrian fatalities in collisions is also
a matter of extreme difficulty.
Head injuries caused by hitting the road
surface are responsible for most of the pedestrian fatalities in traffic accidents in Japan.
An effective measure for the prevention of
such accidents is extremely difficult to find.
In Japan, several years ago, various vehicle
front constructions were researched and
tested with dummies. Because of the differences in the dummies' behavior, however,
useful data were not obtained.
The pedestriarr dummy, which requires
very complicated manipulation by strings, is a
measuring instrument with less repeatability
than the occupant dummy. Even occupant
dummies currently available have some problems to be solved, such as inaccuracy in
repeatability as a measuring instrument and
behavior patterns deviating from their human
models.
The development of an air cushion as an
occupant protection system has been going
on. In our country, however, there has been
no public opinion supporting the use of air
cushions in motor vehicles. On the other
hand, the air cushion has not yet undergonea
sufficient examination of its reliability. Especially in the case of small vehicles, this
occupant protection system requires a change
in the construction of the instrument panel
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and reveals some shortcomings that should be
eliminated before practical use.
As an occupant restraint system, the seatbelt is considered most desirable fot practical
results. In Japan, however, the seatbeltwearing population is still very low. It is
necessaryto carr5rout a belt-wearing promo'
tion campaign side by side with the development of a seatbelt that would be easierto use.
In Japan today, traffic accidentsare investi.

pted by the police in the minutest detail.
Furthermore, under the auspicesof the Ministry of Tlansportation, a close analysis of
haffic accidents that have occurred in designated areasis jointly conducted on a periodic
basis by the police, university professors,
doctors, and engineers.The further evidence
accumulated in such investigationsis expected
to present what are really essential items for
development in the future.

The United Kingdom

J .W .FU R N E S S
Enginccr
Chicf Mechanicirl
Departmcnt
of thc Environment

two instrumented dummies representing
the 50th-percentile male. The dummies
would be restrained by correctly fitted
lap and diagonal belts. The tests would

The U.S. Department of Transportation is
to be congratulated on yet another successful
Experimental Safety Vehicle (ESV) Conference. The technical presentations have been
to a high standard, and the papers will no
doubt be given further consideration later.
Now that the safety arguments have been
set out and balanced against costs and benefits and the limits of natural resources, it
seems appropriate to consider the future
activities in the ESV/ResearchSafety Vehicle
field. In my opinion, sufficient data ate now
available for us to formulate standards for
cars in the 1980's. My tentative suggestions,
which are intended to supplement the requiremcnts set out in various regulations published
by the U.N. Economic Commission for
Europe (ECE), are as follows:
himary Safety:
1. Braking and tyre tests to be carried out
on both wet and dry road surface conditions at speeds up to 110 km/h (70
mi/h) to ensure good road adhesion and
directional stability under different conditions of loading.
2. Forward and rearward vision standards
to ensure good visibility both in dry and
adverseweather conditions.
Secondary Safety;
1. Occupant protection requirements to be
assessedfrom crash tests incorporating
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a. Partial frontal tests possibly at 55
km/h (35 mi/h) to simulate a 40percent overlapping vehicle-to-vehicle
crash.
b. 9Odegree side impact test at 40 km/h
(25 mi/h) conducted with a mobile
barrier fitted with a deformable front
end intended to simulate a standard
front end of a car. A special sideimpact dummy may be necessary fot
measuringpurposes.
'
c. A compatibility test representing a
car-to-car crash using the mobile barrier referred to above and impacting
both the front and rear of the vehicle
at 45 km/h (28 mi/h).
During these impact tests, the forces imposed on different limbs and body positions
of the dummies must not exceed acceptable
levels of human tolerance as proposed in the
European Experimental Vehicles Committee
paper on biomechanics.
The mobile barrier would incorporate a
low-Ievel bumper, the top of which does not
exceed 380 mm (15 inches)from the ground.
Front bumpers of cars would be required
to be standardised at a similar height to door
sills, that is, 380 mm (15 inches)to the top of
the bumper and at least 30 mm (3 inches)
deep. This could result in reductions of
injuries in car-to-pedestrian accidents.
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In all the impact tests, belted dummies
would be used, and the mandatory wearing of
seatbelts seems essential if injuries are to be
minimised or avoided. It is unreasonableto
expect cars to be designed to provide unrestrained occupants with the same level of
protection as rcstrained occupants.
In some countries, injuries to pedestrians
impacted by cars account for 40 percent of all
injuries caused by these vehicles. This proportion will increase as car occupants become
better protected. Clearly, further work needs
to be done on the design of the front end of
cars to reduce:

In the United Kingdom, low-weight cars
have been in popular demand for many years.
The need to conservematerials is well recognised as a means of minimising manufacturing
costs. Progressivereductions in vehicle weight
are being achieved by the wider use of lighter
materials such as aluminum and plastics.

1 120 kg (1 750-2 500 lb). Engine eapacities
rarrgein the main from 1 000 to 2 000 cc and
give an overall fuel consumption on the order
of 38 to 33 mi/gal, which is in line with the
U.S. targets.
Economic pressures, in particular the high
cost of fuel, have encouraged vehicle users f,o
be more economy conscious. However, it has
been recognised that cost has little effect on
the actual demand for fuel. Since 1973 the
cost of petrol in the United Kingdom has
trebled, but the demand is only marginally
reduced. Economic pressuresare also affected
by means of taxation. Fuel taxes have now
led to an equalization of the prices of petrol
and diesel.
EnergT consumption by road vehicles can
be reduced by improved aerodynamics, improving vehicle maintenance, and by encouraging improved driving habits. It is estimated that such measures could save 5-10
percent of road fuel consumed. A marrdatory
requirement for the publication of fuel consumption data is likely to be introduced in
the United Kingdom in the near future.
Other means of reducing the total demand
for transport fuel are also being studied, that
is, better utilisation of public road and rail
transport.
The use of alternative types of fuel is being
studied including diesel, methanol, hydrogen
and battery electric. Diesel enginesare extensively used in the United Kingdom in heavy
goods vehicles and public servicevehiclesand
could be uscd more widely in light delivery
vehicles, taxis, and fleet cars travelling high
annual mileages. Battery electric vehicles are
used widely for local delivery goods vehicles
but are not likely to be readily acceptablefor
cars becauseof battery designlimitations and
the poor overall energy conversion of these
vehicles, which (when power station efficiency is included) is only 10"16 percent
compared with 25 percent for petrol engines
and up to 35 percent for diesel engines.

ENERGY

ENVIRONMENT

Thlee-quarters of the vehicles in use in the
United Kingdom are below 1120 kg (2 500
lb), the bulk of these being between 800 and

The United Kingdom's policy is to prevent
total vehicle emissionsfrom rising above 19?1
levels. To achieve this, cars and vans are

r Injuries to pedestrians including children
r Aggressivity in side impacts
o Property damage
The above objectives could probably be
met by soft nose sections on cars that
incorporate a structural member or bumper at
a standardised height aligned more closely
with the height of door sills and floor frames
that have high structural strength. The purpose o.[ this low bumper would be to align
itself with the more usual heights of door sills
and floor pans that have high structural
strength and that, if fully utilised, could be
very beneficial in reducing injuries to occupants of cars that have been impacted from
the side. If fully utilised, this approach could
be very beneficial in reducing injuries to both
pedestrians and the occupants of cars impacted from the side.

ECONOMY
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required to conform with the ECE Regulation
15 concerning gaseousemission of pollutarrts.
This limits the amounts of hydrocarbon and
carbon monoxide emitted. Nitrogen oxide
control will soon be added. The levels have
recently been reduced and will be further
reduced by about 1980. Petrol lead levelsare
also being reduced. Currently the limit is 0.55
g/1, but this is being reduced to 0.50 g by 30
November 1976 and to 0.45 g by 1 January
1978. A further large reduction will be
necessa.ryin 1980 to maintain 1971 standards
for total emissions.
Regulations are currently in force regarding
smoke emission from diesel engines.Air pollution from motorcycles and mopeds is likely to
be controlled in the near future (about 1980).
Gaseous emissions from diesel engines are
being kept under review.

CONCLUSIONs
The extent to which the above safety and
environmental criteria will eventuallv be

adopted is yet to be decided. It is desirable
for performance standards to be agreed upon
intemationally. It is hoped that in the next 2
or 3 years gteat progress will be made to
harmonise international regulations. If this is
done, improvements in safety and environmental standards,together with better use of
energy and material resources, shorrld be
achieved.
In Britain we will continue to strive for
harmonisation of vehicle legislation through
the U.N. ECE and the European Economic
Community. Much progresshas already been
made in the U.N. forum where all the major
vehicle-producing countries are represented.
Worldwide standards for vehicles could be
agreed upon and harmonised given the spirit
of cooperation that has been at these ESV
Conferences (if the United States, Europe,
and Japan can resolvethe problem of regional
differences). The harmonisation of test
methods is probably the area that will pay the
quickest dividends. This applies equally to
vehicle safety, air pollution, and the control
of noise.

France
M A R CH A L P E R N - H E R L A
Dircctcur
(ONSER)
Organisme
National
de Sr.-curitC
Routi6re

The papers presented in plenary sessiohand
in the special seminarshave givcn us a hetter
insight into current vehicle safety research
orientations. We are now wondering about the
oricntation of future research.
With regard to France, we can recapitulate
the guidelineson which researchpolicy in this
field has been and will continue to be based.
We will begin with some generalprinciples:
First, vehicle safety researchis not an end
in itself. Its purpose is to attempt to reduce,
at a reasonable cost, the losses entailed by
highway accidents. It should accordingly result, inter alia, in improved vehicle regula.
tions. It would be hard to understand if the
results achieved by virtue of painstaking
effort on thc national level and bv interna-
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tional cooperation were not sooner or laterand the sooner the better-reflected in terms
of regulations.
It must also be mentioned that safety is not
the only goal of vehicle design. The other
Eueas for improvement and of community
concern arc well known: air pollution, noise,
and energy consumption. Research must be
oriented, therefore, towards solutions for
improvement of these areas together or, in
any case, for improvement of some of them
without detriment to the others.
Finally, research in France is done in
eooperation with the other European countries. Wheneverpossible, we try to identify a
consensusamong the experts so as to facilitate decision making in vehicle regulations at
the European Economic Community levelMore concretely, what are the paths along
which we anticipate that research in Frzurce
will be directed? These paths are in no way
novel, and most of the countries actively
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engaged in a research program seem to be
taking them.
First, better knowledge of the conditions
under which accidents happen is indispensable. It is thus a question of developing what is
designated in French by the neologism "accidentology. " This necessitatesthe maintenance
and even the extension of a system for
accident and traffic obsenration at various
levels of precision and depth. It is necessary
to supplement the national statistics that
necessarily include only a slight amount of
technical data.
It is also indispensable to advance knowledge in collision biomechanics regarding
human tolerances and their translation into
terms of performance measured on a dummy.
In this regard, the report of the European
Experimental Vehicles Committee (EEVC)
specialist biomechanics groups has demonstrated the priority research areas. Those
recommendations will be followed by France.
In the field of vehicle technology, the first
step is to improve the safety of car occupants
as well as that of the other victims involved
(primarily, injured two-wheel riders and
pedestrians). We believe that the subsystem
studies are sufficiently advanced to go forward with the manufacture of a lightweight (7
to 900 kg) prototype vehicle demonstrating
the feasibility of ensuring the safety of adult
occupantsunder the conditions recommended
by the EEVC at acceptable additional costs.
Research still needs to be done on effective
arrd acceptable means of protection for small
children (ages 5 to 9) in cars, as well as for
injured pedestrians(adults and children), and
for unbelted occupants in low-speed collisions, like those in urban areas.Beyond these
safety concems on the 1980 horizon, we
further believe that it is necessary for the
research centers to explore the feasibility of
protection of occupants against impact levels
appreciably higher than those now being given

consideration. Safety studies on two-wheeled
vehicles must be undertaken with greater
scope, but this field does not fall within the
concernsof this conference.
Along with research aimed at enhancing
secondary safety by alterations of the pas$enger car, it would be of interest to try to
reduce the violence of collisions by action
relative to obstacles hit that are not cars.
These are either fixed obstacles or very heavy
vehicles such as trucks. As to fixed obstacles
that can be either insulated by crash baruiers
or weakened. research should be oriented
towards optimization of means of absorption
of energy between the vehicle and the obstacle hit. In the case of trucks, researchshould
aim at limiting their aggressivenessparticularly in casesof head-on collisions.
Finally, a substantial program should embark on accident prevention, a field neglected
in recent yea.rs. This program should begin
with detailed surveys of primary safety, such
as those done since 1970 with secondar5r
safety. The goal of these surveys will be to
better assessthe advantages of various possible prevention measuresaffecting vehicles. It
now seemsprofitable to seek various means of
driving aids, especially for speed, vigilance,
and alcoholism. The relations between vchicle
dynamics and highway safety should also
form the subject of in-depth research.
Concurtently, it seems indispensable to
schedule a substantial set of studies devoted
to an assessment of the various safety
improvements recommended or decided on.
The purpose of such an assessmentis to verify
that the proposed goals are attained, or, if
not, to enable poorly treated problems to be
examined anew.
We believe that this coordinated aggregate
of research work should make it possible to
pave the way for the development of an even
safer vehicle, following the generation of cars
of the 1980's.
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The Republicof Germany
Prof.Dr. HEINRICH
PAXENTHALER
Presidcnt
FederalHighwayResearc.h
lnstitute

We have met for three days here in Washington, and we have absorbed a wealth of
scientific knowledge; two new models-ResearchSafety Vehicle (RSV) prototypes-were
presentedto us. In the name of the Gcrman
delegation, I would first like to thank our
American friends for the superb orgar-rization
and for an exceedinglyfriendly reception. We
have come to take for granted that the results
of researchand experimentation will be communicated and publicly disclosed. But if we
think back to the time of the first conference,
we are reminded that such generousexchange
was not always the order of thc day. We must
remain committed to this present spirit as we
look into the future.
I do not intend to deal with any epecific
subject matter herc; we feel we are in complete agreement with almost all other nations
on the objectives governing our research.
What I would rather do is discuss the direction for our future efforts.
The slxth Experimental Safety Vehicle
(ESV) Conference ha,s vividly demonstrated
that, in addition to striving for safety, we
must also give consideration to the environment, to energy consumption, and to the
economy, and presumably these objectives
will also determine the future of the American automobile. We have noted with the
greatest interest the clear recognition given
here to conflicts between stated goals: the
conflict between the desire to reduce noxious
emissions and the need to cut energy consumption, and primarily the conflict between
the wish to reduce weight and the requirements of increasedsafety.
A gteat number of findings presented during this conference have shown the protective
value of the restraining devices--and,in particular, that of the safety bclt system. tt is quite
indisputable that vehicle modificaitons can be
successful only to the extent that restraining

devices are also made effective. In the Federal
Republic, this has strengthened our conviction that we are moving in the right direetion
by making compulsory the use of ttre safety
b€lt.
The two RSV's exhibited here for the ffust
time should meet with favourable public
response.All of us have noted the encouraging progressachieved between the early firstgeneration ESV's and the present RSV's; this
is particularly true in regard to new environment and economy factors, but not least in
regard to reduced collsions between vehicles
and pedestrians.
Where should future development lead
from our point of view? We feel that the
knowledge gained should, as before, be
applied in practice; rnore specifically, this
knowledge should guide administrative procedures. This is where the importance of the
task goes beyond research and development.
We must exert all our efforts toward general
agreement on new findings and, at the same
time, strive to bring existing laws and regulations into harmony. I want to emphasize
again what was said in the report submitted
by German industry: We are particularly
pleased that the Government of the United
States has urged before the Economic Commission for Europe that testing procedures
and technical requirements be gradually
brought in line, and we hope very much that
this will soon lead to the urgently needed
coordination between European and American rules and regulations
Regarding the future growth of these conferences, we naturally assume that objectives
will have to expand-an expansion aimed at
the automobile of the decade of the 1980's.
We proposed annual informal meetings of a
limited number of experts in the fields of
legislation, research, and industrial production. The object of such meetings would be to
present the latest state of the art, to discuss
contemplated measures, and to bring combined action to bear on these measures.These
meetings can also determine when it would
be best to call the next general conference.
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And, if a suggestion is in order, we propose
closer coordination with other, similar conferences.
Proceeding in this manner, we are con-

vinced that past successfulactivities can propedy be exploited and that, together with new
exigencies, they will point to the proper
directions for the future.

Italy
DT.GAETANODANESE
Ministryof Transport

As you have noticed in the course of this
Sixth Experimental Safety Vehicle (ESV)
Conference, Italy, and specifically its Govemment, its industry, and its motor vehicle
world are looking with interest to the development of study and research set in motion as
a consequence of bilateral and multilateral
agreements signed with the United States and
with some European countries.
Nobody can deny that the Italian contribution was a valuable one and that it reflected,
at least in the first phase of ESV and Research
Safety Vehicle programs, a consistent economic cornmitment that wa$ nevertheless
willingly met by all the interested parties in
Italy in the belief that greater safety in road
fuaffic was well worth even heavy financial
burdens. We have in mind the auspicious
aim-the reduction of traffic fatalities.
Let me thank the U.S. Government, the
promoter of this policy of study and research,
as well as the governments of our fellow
North Atlantic Trcaty Organization counhies.
I avail myself of this opportunity to addressa
grateful salute to Mr. H. Taylor for his
wisdom and sagacity as President of the
European Experimental Vehicles Committee
and for his intention to carr5r on with a valid
reseatch program.
Unfortunately, the ltalian Government is
fighting a hard battle against economic difficulties now striking our country. I am quite
sure we will overcome this uneasy situation,
but I must say that austerity is affecting all of
our country's initiatives and enterprises, in-

cluding study and research activities. Our
ambitious programs will, therefore, have to be
reexamined after a pause for reflection.
This does not necessarily mean the activities carried on until now will be interrupted;
we shall go on with them using the available
tesources and shall take advantage of the
results acquired from the latest studies, which
are numerous and worthy of consideration.
As soon as possible, we shall resume our
initial policy, specifically regarding the problems of compatability and biomechanics.We
are well aware of the objective difficulties
that will arise when dealing with them.
We will not deviate from the path clearly
indicated at the Kyoto conferenceand here in
Washington-the part specifically indicated by
Dr. Sirignano in his opening address.
Italy is available for continuing the programs along the new guidelines that emerged
during this conference. In the meantime, she
only asks for a longer period to prepare
herself for the various meetings that will be
held in the future in the various countries. We
think it advisable to foresee a period of not
less than 2 years between this conference and
the next one.
I cannot conclude without stating how
pleased Italy would be to host the next
ESV conference. However, as I said before,
the present serious economic situation leaves
us no possibility of hosting it, and that I
deeply regret.
Finally, I would like to express our gratitude to the U.S. Government for the splendid
hospitality and to assure all the government
officials and experts who participated in this
important meeting of Italy's spirit of cooperation.
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Canada
Mr.ERICR.WELBOURNE
Chicf,VehicleSystems
RoadandMotorVehicle
TrafficSafetv

As I indicated in my remarks on Tuesday,
very little vehicle researchand development is
conducted in Canada. I do not, therefore,
propose to make a formal, lO-minute statement. I would, however, like to make two
observationson the subject.
Listening to the papers presented at this
conference, it has seemedto me that research
and development in vehicular safety may
have reached some kind of plateau. The very
significant efforts in this area over the last few
years, for which the Experimental Safety
Vehicle (ESV) programme has provided a
major stimulus, have left us with a number of
safety systems that have been developed
technically to the point where they could be
incorporated in production vehicles. It is
encouraging to see the way in which the
lessons of the ESV programme are filtering
down into the detailed design of many current vehicles.However, more advancedvehicle
systems, such as antilock brakes or inflatable
belts, are unlikely to appear in this way. Until
they do, we shall be no more knowledgeable
about their real value and real costs than we
axeat present.
I would suggestthat large-scalefield experiments with selected systems form a logical
next step in vehicle safety research and
development. The Restraint System Eva-luation Progtam recently concluded by the Na-
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tional Higlrway Traffic Safety Administration
was, in several respects, a model of what
could be done. It is, therefore, particularly
unfortunate that both the program and the
production of vehicles equipped with air-bag
systems terminated before any unequivocal
conclusions had been reached on the effectiveness of this type of occupant restraint. I
would not wish to understate the technical,
legal, and logistical problems of conducting
such experiments, or their costs. However, if
we do not do something of the sort, we have
to choose between forgoing the potential
benefits of advanced systems and mandating
their fitness on the basis of limited development testing and rather inherently speculative
projections of their pcrformance in the real
world. Neither option seemsmore attractive.
My second observation is really in a similar
vein, but it addressescrash avoidanceresearch
more specifically. I simply point to the need
to consider and to measure much more
carefully than has generally been done to date
how the driver uses the crash avoidance
systemson his vehicle and how he respondsto
changesin the design of those systems.From
a conventional engineeringpoint of view, such
changes may be self-evident improvements.
Unless driver behavior is introduced into the
analysis, it is the purest presumption to
conclude that the probability of collision has
actually been reduced. The accident avoidance seminar yesterday afternoon provided
some excellent contrasts between the two
researchapproaches.
This concludes my statement on future
vehicle safety researchand development.
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The EuropeanExperimentalVehiclesCommittee
Mr.HAROLDTAYLOR
Vehicles
ComChairman,
European
Experimental
mittee
Hcadof the SafetyDepartment
Transportation
Laboratory
and RoadResearch

As we come towards the end of the Sixth
Experimental Safety Vehicle (ESV) Conference, we can look back with satisfaction at
the wealth of interesting and valuable information presented. Our thoughts turn
naturally to considering the way this international programme should best proceed in
the future. It is no secret that some people
feel that many of the objectives of the
original programme-+o ably piloted by the
United States-have now been met, and,
therefote, some changesmay be desirable. In
commenting on these matters, I must
emphasize that I shall be expressing my own
personal views, but, it is hoped that, because
of my long involvement in the programme,
they may be of some value.
A collaborative international programme
initiated at a government level prospers if it
has clear objectives, and if there is an equally
clear willingness on the part of aI the
participants to recognise the viewpoints of
others. If necessary,they must be prepared to
adapt their own approaches in the interests of
firrther progress in collaboration. These
a.spectsdistinguish a progmmme of this kind
from the more conventional scientific, or
technical. conferences in which information is
presented and views may be expressed,but
the participants are under no obligation to
make any responseto them. In the case of cat

safety, many opportunities exist for exchanging scientific and technical information
through numerous conferences and other
occasions; in my view, the international programme needs to have objectives beyond this
level if it is to have a viable future.
The European Experimental Vehicles Committee (EEVC) has prospered in promoting
car safety because it has met these requirements. The working group$ serve to coordinate and reconcile the views of participating countries, and EEVC's work provides
support to policy formation in the various
European bodies concerned with harmonisation of vehicle standards; and it does so with
the active encouragement of these bodies.
Finally, may I say a word on the possible
extension of scope--or broadening--of the
intemational programme, at present mainly
concerned with safety aspects of cars. Most
countries have recognised that car occupant
and pedestrian casualties may grow to unacceptable levels unless further major improvements in car safety can be introduced.
This realisation strengthens the bonds of
collaboration and has enhancedthe successof
the international ESV programme. Furthermore, car safety reseatch can readily be seen
to be supporting the formulation of policy,
internationally, from which specific actions
will result.
If formal international collaboration is to
be extended to other undoubtedly complex
ateas, it will be highly desirable for the link
between reseatch and policy to be well
established, especially if, as seems possible,
several agencies may be involved in each
country.
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United States
formulation of governmental policies. In this
process,the draft report should serveto refine
and focus the a.ssociateddebate.
DOT has been requested to act for the
ERC in disseminating the report and in
establishing a docket for public comments.
Comments, suggestions,or criticisms should
be addressedtol

M R . H A M I L T O NH E R M A N
AssistantSecretary
S y s t c m sD e v e l o p m e natn dT e c h n o l o g y
Derrartmentof TransPortation

FOREWORD
Chairmanof the Energy
By EItiot Richardson,
Council
Resources

The Assistant Secretary for Systems
Development and TechnologY
U.S. Department of Transportation
Washington,D.C. 20590

In view of the Nation's long-range need to
conserve energy and the fact that the motor
vehicle fleet is the largest single user of our
decreasing petroleum supplies, the Enerry
Resources Council (ERC) established a Federal task force to study motor vehicle fuel
economy goals beyond 1980. These goals
were to be compatible with environmental,
safety, and economic ohjectives'
The task force consisted of representatives
of the following departments and agencies:

MOTOR VEHICLE GOALS BEYOND
1980_BASISFOR THE STUDY
On March 2I, L975, the Chairman of the
Energy ResourcesCouncil (ERC) in a letter to
the council members stated:

r Department of Transportation (DOT)
I Environmental Protection Agency
. Energy Researchand Development Administration
. Federal Energly Administration
. National ScienceFoundation

As part of the Nation's long range effort to
coneewe energy, there is a need to s€t motor
vehicle fuel economy goals beyond 1980-keeping
in mind the need for compatibility with environmental, safety, and cconomie objectives. The
Secretary of Transportation was requested to lead
a joint Federal task force to recommend these
goals.'

This group has also drawn upon other departments of the Government.
The task force has now completed its study
and has submitted its dtaft report to the ERC.
Not only is the motor vehicle a principal
user of petroleum, it is also a critical element
in our national economy and lifestyle' Therefore, consideration of the future characteristics of the vehicle fleet, as influenced by
possible combinations of market forces and
Government policies, constitutes a matter of
substantial interest and concem to governinvolves
ment, industry, and the public-nd
major issuesof choice. Accordingly, the ERC
believesthat the report should be published in
draft form to provide the basis for broad
public exposure and discussion of the information and issuesit presents. The technical
conclusions identified in the report wiII, of
in relation to these
course. have to be assessed
the specific
toward
issuesas the ERC moves

The assignedtask foree consisted of the:
r Department of Transportation (DOT)
Hamilton Herman (Task Force Manager)
r Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)
Eric O. Stork
r EnergV Researcharrd Development Admin'
istration (ERDA)
Gene G. Manella
r Federal Enerry Administration (FEA)
Robert F. Hemphill, Jr.
r National ScienceFoundation (NSF)
Ronald M. Powell
The task force has also drawn upon other
departments of the Government including the
Department of Commerce (DOC), the Depart'
ment of Defense (DOD), the Department of
I See appendix 1 for Ietter of assignment.
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Labor (DOL), and the National Aeronautics
and SpaceAdministration (NASA).
ORGANIZATION AND PUBLICATIONS
The task force formed the following eight
study panelson automobiles:
r Air Quality, Noise, and Health (EPA Chair,
man)
Edward F. Ttrerk
r $afety-National
Highway Tlaffic Safety
Administration (NHTSA Chairman)
Roger Compton
r Fuels and Materials Resources (ERDA
Chairman)
Richard W. Hum
r Automotive Design (DOT Chairman)
Richard L. Strombotne
. Automotive Manufacturing and Maintenance (DOT Chairman)
Richard L. Strombotne
r Marketing zurdMobility (FEA Chairman)
Carmen Difiglio
r National, Indushial, and Consumer Economics (DOT Chairman)
Robert Nutter
r Alternate Implementation Strategies (DOT
Chairman)
Irwin P. Halpem
Additional substantial contributors are
cited at the back of this report.
Each panel prepared a report of its studies,
which has been published and which senred as
input to the task force analysis.
The task force analysis is contained in three
volumes:
i
r Volume 7: Executiue Summary
r Volume 2: Task Force Report
r Volume 3: Appendices

and safety, and, therefore, in the American
lifestyle. It is, and will continue to be for the
foreseeable future, the most universally
accepted form of personal transportation in
the United $tates. It is the most flexible and
responsive transportation mode and is used
for 90 percent of all personaltravel (fig. 1).
In the national economy, expenditures for
operation of the automobile constitute the
fourth largestitem on which Americans spend
their income---after food, housing, and other
seryices, but ahead of clothing and medical
care (fig. 2).
The automobile provides employment for
approximately 4.7 million persons(fig. 3).
The automobile, however, also brings with
it problems in regard to safety and environmental pollution, and is the largest single
consumer of petroleum, using approximately
31 percent of our petroleum supplies.
Figure1. Personal
travelby mode.
I

!

o . : % i n t e r c i t vr a i l a n dw a t e r
+96Urr and other comrfluters

lexut'
automobilc

P ER C EN T
SOURCE: Derivedfrom U.S. Dept. of Transportation
Nat ionaI Trartsp ttr t at i on .$tat/stics,1975, f i g. b

Figure2. Personalconsumptionexpenditures(total:
$1 trillion).

A separate group wa.s established under
DOT chairmanship to study goals for commercial motor vehicles after 1980. This group
drew upon additional resources from the
Interstate Commerce Commission (ICC) and
the U.S. Postal Service. The draft report of
this group has also been published.

Other durable
g0ods
Other nondurable
goods
Housing

KEY CONSIDERATIONS
UNDERLYING
STUDY
The automobile occupies a critical role in
national mobility, economics, environment,

Automobile
($130billion)
H0usehold
operatron

F u rniture

S O U R C E :Surueyof Current Business,
March 1976.
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In respect to petroleum, the situation is
critical in both the long and the short run. In
the short run, the Nation has become dependent on uncertain petroleum imports to an
undesirable extent, and this dependency results in a large outflow of dollars from our
economy. In the long run, a worldwide
petroleum shortageis projected in the next 50
years. This is especially true with respect to
domestic production.
This study, then, has been generated by the
relationship between our dependence on the
automobile in our economy and lifestyle and
the critical situation that we are facing in
regard to petroleum (fig. 4).
The purpose of this study is not to define
what should be done in terms of a national
strategy to deal with these issues, but rather
to set forth in a single comprehensivedocument the various actions that can be taken to
improve the fuel economy of the individual
automobiles that will be built in the future, as
well as to make clear the implications of
taking one or more of such actions.
It is important that policymakers recognize
that improving the fuel economy of future
models of automobiles cannot be achicved
without incurring some kinds of cost. While
any increasein the initial price of automobiles
may be partially, if not wholly, offset by
monetary savings resulting from lower fuel
use, there can be other costs that cannot be
offset in this manner. Such costs may include
lower levels of occupant protection, higher
levels of exhaust emissions,less versatility in
the uses to which future automobiles may be
put in terms of carrying capacity and trailer-
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Figure4. U.S. petroleumconsumptionand sources
overtime.
pulling ability, or reduced aeeeJetationcapability of automobiles.
Whether such costs should be incurred in
achieving the national goal of improving
automobile fuel economy is a policy decision
beyond the scope of this task force. It has
been the purpose of the task force to contribute a balanced information base that will
make possible informed debate and decisions
on these issues without attempting to resolve
them at this time.

THE AUTOMOBILE AFTER 1980
Currently, the Amencan consumer can
choose from among a wide range of automobiles-from small to large, from two passenger to nine passenger,from modest per'
high performance, from
formance to
four-wheel-drive sporting vehicles to station
wagons capable of towing vatious trailers, and
from numerous other options. These aspects
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underscore the complexity of the marketplace
and of the automobile product.
The complexit5r does not end there, however, as Government fuel economy, safety,
and environmental regulations impose requirements that must be met by all new cars.
Finally, decisions of the automobile manufacturers mwt
consider not only these
requirements, but also many others including
manufacturing, employrnent, materials, and
finance.
It is apparent, then, that decisions on the
automobile beyond 1980 involve balancing a
wide variety of elements from consumer
preference to Govemment regulations and
manufacturing and finance requirements.
This balancing, in many cases,requires tradeoffs between conflicting pressures---suchas
conflicts between automobile size and weight
and the need to minimize these factors for
optimum fuel economy (fig. 5).
APPROACHUSED IN THE STUDY
Petroleum consenration can be achieved by
reduction of motor vehicle-miles traveled
(VMT), by improvement in motor vehicle fuel
economy, or by both. The task force assignFigure 5. Automobile balancing and trade-off requirements.
P E T R O L E UAMN D O T H E B
RESOURCES

POST-1980
A U T O M O BLI E S

ment was to focus on fuel economy. 'fherefore, discussion of methods for reducing VMT
is presented only in brief summary in the
main report.
Assuming a given mobility, the desigrr of
the motor vehicle determines (a) the degxeeto
which the motor vehicle fleet meets the goals
of safety, emissions,and fuel economy, and
(b) the impacts on national resource availability, the national economy, consumer cost,
and the automotive industry (fig. 6).
To estimate and evaluate the potential
motor vehicle improvements, the task force:
r Selected a broad range of design concepts
r Simr.rlated the phase-in of these design
concepts through production and into the
market
r Estimated the resulting effects on;
-Total fuel use
-Deaths and injuies
-Air quatity and health
*National resource availability
-Automotive industry
{onsumer costs
-National economy
It should be emphasizedthat these evaluations are not forecasts. They are essentially
explorations of possibledevelopment avenues.
These avenues take off from the extensive
information available to date.
This report addressesitself to the 1980's
and beyond. But, it should be recognizedthat
major efforts to improve fuel economy and
safety and to reduce pollution are cunently
underway and have produced valuable results
already.
r Fuel economy has increased dramatically
since 1974.
. New car emissionshave been reduced substantially, and the trend is continuing.
I Automobile occupant deaths and injuries
have declined as a result of improved
vehicles and highways, and of lower maximum-speed limits.
The automobile industry is continuing its
major efforts directed under further developments. Industry expenditures currently total
approximately $600 million per yea.rand are
anticipated to continue at this level at least
through the 1980's.
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reasonable approach to Government regula'
tion, the United States can achieve the goals
shown in figure 7.

m
Petr0leu
con$uml)tion
Safety

Reduction of 40-50 Percent in Proiected
Automobile Fuel Consumptionby 1995

Air quality
and health

Material
resources
m
Petroleu
resources
Consumer
cosrs
Auto
Industry
National
economv

to MVGanalysisFigure6. Basicapproach
Further, Government-sponsoredresearchis
also contributing. The Research Safety Vehicle (RSV) and Advanced Power Systems
proglams illustrate these activities'
It should also be noted that since initiation
of the study in mid-1975, there have been a
number of changesin regulations affecting the
automobile" These changes have, to a considerable degree, already spelled out certain
goals for the automobile. Congress has enacted the Energy Policy and ConservationAct
(Public Law 94-163), which, in part, prescribes a schedule of fuel economy standards
to be met by passengerautomobiles manufactured after 1977 and prescribesvarious other
actions to increase automotive efficiency.
Furthcr, during the course of this study,
amendments to the Clean Air Act have been
debated, and congressionalaction on revised
auto emission standardsis imminent as of this
writing.
TASK FORCE CONCLUSIONS
Relative to a baseline of 1975 automobile
characteristics (new car size mix, fuel econo'
my, safety, ffid emissions, etc.), projected
without change into the futwe and accounting for the cxpected growth in the task force
concluded that, with substantial industry
effort, investment, and risk, coupled with a

With the 1975 automobile fleet fuel econo'
my level of 15 mi/gal and with a projected
2-percent-per-year growth in VMT, the annufll
petroleum consumprion over the next 20
years would rise by nearly 50 percent. However, this increase in consumption can be
eliminated through the introduction of lighter
weight auto structutes, more fuel-efficient
engines, and more efficient auto drivetrains.
Excluding, for thc moment, marketing and
financial risks, these changes can prevent the
projected increasein total fleet fuel consumptiorr and, by the mid'1990's, can plovide a net
reduction of up to 1-1/3 million banels per
day in fleet fuel consumption as compared to
1e75 (fie. 8).
lmprovement of 80-10OPercent in Individual
A u t o m o b i l eF u e l E c o n o m y
Projected fuel economy values range from
15 mi/gal for the current six-passengerautomobile to more than 30 mi/gal for the
six-passenger diesel and advanced-engine'
powered vehicles that could be introduced in
future years (fig. 9).
The cunent engine has average 1975 fleet
'?5
fuel economy performance, and the top
has the best 1975 fleet fuel economy' The
Current Transmission, typically, is the threespeed automatic, and the upgraded is a
four-speed with torque converter lockup. The
crurent structure is the typical 1975 structwe; the weight conscious structure is the
first step in significant weight reduction without sacrificing interior space;and the innovative structure (the second step in weight
reduction) uses 10 to 15 percent plastic/
aluminum substitution.
lmprovement of 80-100 Percent in New-Car
Fleet Fuel Economy with the Current Automobile SizeMix
With the current automobile size mix,
which is about 50 percent six-passengercars,
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40.50% reduction in
projected automobile
fuel consumptiona

25-40%reductionin
projectedlight truck
f u e lc o n s u m p t i o n "

30% reduction in
projectedcommercial
vchicle f uel consumptiona
{set)aratereport)

asavings relative to 1975 {uel con$urnption compounded by annual growth in Vf!4T.

potentialby 1995.
perdaysaving
Figure7. Millionbarrels
25 percent five-passengercars, and 25 percent
four-passenger cars, the new car auto fleet
average fuel economy can be increased 80 to
100 percent by the late 1980's by reducing
car weight and by using technologically available powerplants and advanced transmissions
(fis. 10).
Actual Fuel SavingsDependent on the Rate
of Introduction of New Fuel-EconomyCars
The average fuel economy of the total
fleet-new cars plus old cars-lags behind the
fuel economy of the new car fleet.

For example, in the illustrative scenario' in
figure 11:
r Phasing-in of auto concept No. 3 (weight
conscious structure, Top '75 engine) begins
in 1975 at the rate of 10 percent of new
car production, replacing auto concept No.
1 (essentiallythe current auto).
2Innovative

structure, Top '75 Otto, upgraded
transmission (scenario No. 2 ). This is one of 10
time-phased scenarirx using selected combinations of
the 864 automobile design concepts considered.
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Figure8. Projected
fuelconsumption.
r In 1980, the phasing-inof the auto concept
No. 4 begins (adding the upgraded transmission at the rate of 10 percent of new-car
production per year).
r Finally, in 1985, phasing-in of auto con'
cept No. 5 begins (adding the innovative
structure).
r Beyond 1995, the new-car fleet is composedof concept No. 5 automobiles.

more fuel-economical models, and the
balance, timing, and methods used in achieving other important national objectives such
as air quality improvement, improvement in
vehicle and highway safety, and the maintenance of a strong domestic automotive indusfiy.
EconomicPayback

In 1980, the new car fleet will consist of 50
percent auto concept No. 1, 40 percent auto
concept No. B, and 10 percent auto concept
No. 4. New car fleet fuel economy reaches20
mi/Sal. The total operating fleet fuel economy, however, does not achieve this average
fuel economy value until 1985.
The cumr.rlativepetroleum savingsachieved
in 25 years by this shift to the more fueleconomical concept Nos. 3, 4, and 5 cars is
apptoximately 17.8 billion banels.
The absolute value of the savingsis dependent uporr the rate of introduction of various
combinations of fuel-economical new ca-rs,
the degtee to which consumers purchase the

The ualue to the Nation of the potenttal
automobile fuel sauings greatly exceeds the
costs( $5 to 10 billion net presentualue) of the
capital inuestment necessaryto obtain tlzese
sauings.For example, a Z5-mi/gal fleet average
fuel economy, set against a 1975 averageof
15 mi/gal, will save over a Z0-year period
approximately 9-Il2 billion barrelsof petroleum (roughly the size of the Alaskan Prudhoe
Bay Oil Field). Even assuming an $11-perbanel price, this amounts to over $100
billion. Even discounting these savingsas they
occur at a 10-percentrate, the presentvalue is
approximately $SO billion, which yields,
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nationally, a discounted return on investment
of 300 to 600 percent (fig. 12).
AdvancedEngines
The prospect that a revolutionary new
engine technology development would make a
substantial impact on fuel efficiency within
the 1980's is remote. FueI efficiency improvements will derive primarily from improvements in present body and frame structures,
gasoline and diesel engines, and their drivefuains. However, advanced engine technology,
such as the gas trubine or the external
combustion Stirling type, might enter the
market in the last half of the 1980's and
could provide in the decade of the 1990's
another option for reducing automotive fuel
consumption, or for reducing emissions, in
addition to offering a multifuel capability.
ElectricVehicles
The prospects for a highly efficient electric
car, in the next 10 years at least, appear to be

slim. Substantial technological advancement
in batteries would be required before the
elechic car can offer a commercially viable
alternative to gasoline or diesel-fueled automobiles. Current and near-term electric automobile deficiencies in range, payload, performance, cost, and overall energy efficiency
would have to be overcome. Electric vehicles
are feasible for special purposes (such as small
postal delivery vans) and offer flexibility in
fuel use, but the total national effect on
petroleum consumption within the next 15
years will be minimal.
Substantial Reductions Achievable in Auto
Deathsand Injuries
A transition to more compact, properly
designed, lighter weight automobiles is not
projected to increase auto occupant fatalities
and injuries. Growth in the number of vehi
eles, VMT, and number of drivers, however
are predicted to result in a 71 percent increase

FigureL Fueleconomyfor 10 selectedauto concepts(four-,five-,and six-passenger
autos).
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Figure10. New-carfleet tuel economy of I0 selectedauto conoeptsltleet mix: 50 percentsix-pasrenger,25
percentfive-passenger,
25 percent4-passenger
autos).

in fatalities and serious injuries by the year
2000 if new safety countermeasuresare not
adopted. Increasedseatbelt use would significarrtly reduce the automobile accident death
and injury toll at the earliest date, while
safety level II is shown to addressthe longer
term reduction in fatalities and setious injr:ries. The techniques employed to meet
present safety standards have in some ca$eg
increased fuel consumption, and on the
average,have, according to Bureau of Labor
Statistics estimates, increased costs approximately $230 per car. Additional reductions in
automobile occupant fatalities can be
obtained through cost-beneficial highway and
driver countermeasures(fig. 13).
Many Fatalities and Serious Iniuries Preventable
The cumulative reduction of up to 280,000
fatalities and serious injuries that would be
realized through early implementation of in-

creased safety belt uee f,pperrs to warant
extraordirrary steps to effect such use of the
belts that are already in the fleet. These
benefiLs are achieved at Iow cost and generate
no fuel penalty (fig. 1a).
New systems such as safety level II would
take 10 years at least, and possibly tb years,
to become a major factor in the automobile
fleet, because the new cars enter the fleet
gfadually, and the new systems cannot be
introduced immediately. As a complement to
high belt use, safety level II would become
effective at about the time when the predicted fatalities and serious injuries had risen
back to the level of the mid-1970's. By itself,
safety level Il is predicted to reduce deaths
and. serious injuries by up Lo 264,O00 by the
year 2000.
If, in this 10-to-15-year interim period,
high belt use is not effected, there wiII be
67,000 fatalities zurd serious injuries that
could have been prevented.
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Auto concept fleet No.
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phasedin 1980,and auto conceptNo. 5 phasedin 1985 (ratefor each10 percentof new car fleet).
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become effective
will
the
1S76-80
during
period
{protection for
{ront. rear side, rollover.
and {ire), 30 milh frontal
performance,

All FMVSS's" pertaining
to crash avoidance that
are effective {or May
1975 cars ir.r(i/those that
become effective
will
the
1ft76€0
during
treriod (braking perform'
ance, lighting, field of
view. and other).

Cumulative Fuef Penalties:lmpacts of Safery
Requirements

ll

Same as level I plus
passive lrantal
AUmi/h
protection.
20.mi/h
passivc Side protectton

Same as level lplus all'
weather brake performance (antilock brakes).

and eqre$5.
rFederal Motor Vehicle Saferv Standards

Implementation of safety level II is esti'
mated to increase new car co$Lsby approxi'
mately $300 and to increaseweight by 150 to
200 pounds. The effects of the estimated
weight increasesare shown below relative to
the cumulative fuel savingspotential of the
illustrative Otto engine scenario (fig. 11).
Imposition of safety level II could result in
the consumption of nearly 0.75 billion banels
of petroleum, at a cost of $8 billion, by the
year 2000 (fig. 15).

Figure13. Predictedannualauto occupantdeaths
and seriousinjuriesfrom front, side.and
modes.
rearcollision

Continuing lmprovement Achievablein Ambient Air Quality
Substantial improvements in air quality
have resulted from the automobile emission
standardsimposed to date. The prospects for
further reduction in air pollutants caused by
the automobile fleet are excellent. A major
factor here is the continued scrappingof older
polluting cars and their replacement with the
much cleaner cars that meet the Federal
emission standards. This replacement will
result in improvements in air quality generally,
and, therefore, in reductions in the adverse

health effects of automobile-related air pollution. Further progressin reducing automobile
emissionsin conccrt with fuel economy objectives is likely. The actual extent is, however,
controlled by the timing and degreeof tighter
emission standards, as weII as the status of
new developments in emission control technology.
The following projections, howwer, assume
the implementation of a nationwide inspection/maintenance program, a condition that
does not now exist.
Hydrocarbons (HC). With continued
tightening of emissions from sktionary and
other mobile sources of air pollution as the
context for analysis, by the year 2000,
average oxidant concentrations would range
from approximately 40 percent below the
average of the early 7977-74 period for
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fuelsavings.
continuation of the current 1.5 gm/mi HC
emission standard to 50 percent if the statutory level of 0.41 gm/mi were adopted.
Carbon Monoxide (CO). In the caseof CO,
the current standard of 15 gm/mi would

result in average concentrations in the year
2000 approximately 75 percent below the
early L970's base year averages, while a
reduction in the standa-rd to the statutory
3.4-gm/mi standard would reduce the average
concentration by about 10 percent more.
Oxides of Nitrogen (NOx). For NO*, reductions in automotive emissions would be
substantially offset by increa.sesin emissions
from stationary and other mobile sources.A
worsening of the baseline air quality (L972"
74) would be expected under all emission
standardsabove 1.0 gm/mi. However, a reduction in emission standardsfrom 3.1 gm/mi to
2.0 gm/mi in the late 1970's would have the
effect of reducing the averageconcentration
in the year 2000 by about 20 percent. A
further reduction to the statutory level of 0.4
gm/mi would reduce those averageconcentrations by another 20 percent, approximately.
Some national health benefits projected to
the year 2000 are shown in figure 16 to
tepresent the effects of various levels of
control (assuming concurrently one set of
reasonably aggressive controls for stationary
and other mobile sources).
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Figure16. Projectednationalhealthbenefitsof emissions
in the year 2000.
standards

Control of automobile HC emissionsfrom
the present 1.5 gm/mi to the statutory level
of 0.41 glir.lmi will, for example, reduce
excess person-days of chest discomfort by
some 5,000 casesby the year 2000.
Control of CO at the present level of 15
gm/mi is sufficient to reduce projected excess
cardiac deaths and person-daysof discomfort
to zeto by 2000 as emission-controlled cars
replace older vehicles. Lower CO emission
levels do not change these health indicators.
Control of NO* is projected to reduce
attacks of lower respiratory disease in children by neatly 600,000 cases per yeat by
2000 if NO* standardsare reduced from the
present 3.1 gm/mi to 2.0 gm/mi. Benefits of
further reduction of the standard to the
statutory level offer an additional reduction
of 600,000 casesper year.
Study of Alternative NO* Control Strategies
Needed
Amendments to the Clean Air Act are

currently being debated with emphasison the
timing and need to impose the statutory levels
of automobile emissions previously prescribed
by the Congress.In particular, the need for
the statutory NO" standard and its full
ramifications are being scrutinized. Numerous
stationary and other mobile source NO*
control strategiesare being examined in light
of the fact that the 2.0-gm/mi automobile
NO* standard is likely in the near tenn, which
wor.rld reduce automobile contribution to 12
percent of the total nationwide NO* emissions by the year 2000. Some stationary
source control strategies up to three times
more cost-effective than reducing auto standards from 2 to 1 gmlmi have been identified.
However, it must be noted that a worsening
of air quaiity has been projected for all
starrdards above 1 gm/mi. The further reduction of auto NO* emissions below 1 gm/mi
has been shown to be at least five times less
effective than the 2-gm/mito-1-grn/mi case.
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Other questions pertaining to the lower NO*
standards have prompted many to suggest
that the Administrator of EPA should be
granted authotity to set the standard based
upon health needs and availability of technol-

osr.
Fuel Economy lmpact of EmissionsControls
Relative to no emission control, emissions
standardsapplicable during the 1968-75 time
frame and changesin fuel specifications (for
example, removal of lead and corresponding
compression ratio reduction) have increascd
fuel consumption in some cases and, in all
cases,have increased new car costs by more
than $100 per ca-r on the average. Further
reduction of emissionsunder cuncnt technolory can result in substantial increases in fuel
consumption and cost. However, continued
development of emissionscontrol technolory
could reduce or eliminate such penalties.
The agenciesrepresented on the task force
had varied estimates as to the probability and
extent of fuel economy lossesat the levelsfor
standards considered in this report. There was
agreement that whatever losses might occur
with vehicles when first marketed under
tighter emissions standards would diminish in
subsequent model years of that same standard. Estimates ranged from negligible fuel
economy loss at any level of emissionscontrol
considered to losses of approxirnately 6 percent for the level II (0.4Ll3.4/2.0) standard
and 12 percent or more for future systems
meeting the level III (0.41/3.410.4)standard.
Future losses, at this time, can only be
estimated, and such estimates are necessarily
judgments on the part of each person and
group involved. The actual extent of future
fuel economy losseswill depend on the timing
and stringency of emissions standards, as well
as successof the ongoing researchand development efforts and manufacturer implementation programs.
The effects of these estimates are shown in
figure 17 relative to the cumr.rlativesavingsof
the illustrative Otto engine scenario. By the
year 2000, the fuel economy lossesassociated
with
the level II emissions standards
(0.4713.412.0)could result in the consumption of no additional petroleum or as much as
7 ll2 blllion bafrels, at a cost of $16-b billion
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17. Range
Figure
of impacts
of implementing
levelll
and level I ll emissions
on cumulative
petroleum
savings,
(assuming $11 per bamel and a 6 percent
loss). The losses associated with level III
standards (0.4L13.410.4)could be negligible
or could result in the consumption of an
additional 3 billion barrels of petroleum or
more, at a cost of $33 billion (assuminga 12
percent loss), as compared to the basecaseof
presentemissionsstandards(1.5/15/3.1).
Savingsin thc Cost of Auto Transportation
The average cost per mile of auto transportation at current emission and safety
standards is expected to diminish {in current
dollars) with the transition to lighter weight
and more fuel economical designs.The introduction of more stringent safety and emission
standards may, however, increa$e the initial
purchase and maintenance costs of an automobile. The magnitudes of associated cost
increases will depend on the severity of the
standards imposed (no consumer cost increases, for example, are associated with
increased safety belt use). The most severe
safety and emissions standards considered
would raise the cost per mile by I12 to I cent,
depending upon actual fuel economy losses
experienced. Potential cost increases,which
could come about through changes in emis-
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r Provide incentives that would lead to
smaller cars taking a larger share of the
market than at present.
r Adopt the light-weight diesel in appreciable
numbers (although currently an unknown
risk exists relative to problems with odor,
smoke. and other emissions and uncertain
NO* standards).
r Accelerate the development and int'loduc'
tion of upgraded transmissions.
. Introduce innovative automobile shuctures
in the early 1980's ( a difficult changeover
schedule in respect to both development
and manufacturing).

sion and safety standards, might be offset by
the increase in dollar savings on fuel if fuel
prices increase(table 1).
Savingsin Material Resources
Substantial savings in material resources
used in the manufacture of autos will be
achieved through the design and use of Iighter
weight vehicles. For example, 59 million
tons3 of steel will be saved by the year 2000
under assumptions of the illustrative Otto
engine scenario.

Manufacturers of more limited model lines
(small cars) would not likely be burdened by
such steps. Thus, the manufacturer of a full
line of automobiles may be placed at a
competitive disadvantage with respect to
manufacturers of small cflrsr imported ot
domestic. To achieve the 27.5-mi/gal fleet
average, the full-line manufacturer will clearly
have to place his small careabove 27.5milgaJ
to ba-lancethe larger cars that are not likely to
meet this mileage. This would mean that the
fullJine manufacturer's small cars would have
to be lighter in weight or, more likely, lower
in perfotmance than those small cars of his
competitors that could be targeted at 27.6
mi/gal The difference in performance could
have a drastic market impact on the small car
of the fr-rll-linemanufacturer and, thus, make
it even more difficult to meet the 1985 fuel
economy standards.
Figure 18 shows fuel economy as a function of engine-powet-to-weight ratio and percentage of six-passengercars in the total new
cat fleet. The 1985 fueI economy goal of the
EPCA is indicated by the dashed line at 2?.5
mi/gal.

Achievement of Fuel Economv Standards
Possible
Near Term (f 977-80). In the neat term, the
maufactttrers' averagefuel economy standards
set for 1978, 1979, and 1980 (18 mi/gal, 19
mi/gal, and 20 mi/gal, respectively) appear to
be achievable by the automotive industry at
cr.rrrent safety and emission standards, provided that the consurner buys cars in the
haditional mi-lrof sizes.
1985. The analysis shows that fuel eeonomics in the range of 26.0 to 27.5 mi/gal can
be achieved for a ftr]l line of automobiles
(four, five, and six-passengercars) under
current safety and emission standards. However, to do so, the study indicates that a
full-line manufacturer would have to institute
one or more of the following steps:
r Reduce automobile acceletation below cur'
rent norms (risking consumer rejection of
the lowet performance).
3I.t 19?5,
approximately 10 million tons of steel
were used in domestic automobile production,

Table 1. Cost of operating an automobile

Cost category
AutQ type

Conventional
W e i g h ct o n s c i o u s

Taxes
F u e la t
Garage
Total
Original
v e h i c l e c o s t M a i n t e n a n c e 60 cents parking Insurance and Interest cost
($l
pergallon and tolls
fees
depreciated
5.7
5.5

3.4
3.0

4.1
2.5
805

2.0
2.0

1.6
1.6

0,5
0.5

1.1
1.1

18.4
16.2
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percent. On the other hand, if the power-toweight ratio is reduced to 0.02 hp/lb (0 to 60
mi/h in 20 s), the fuel economy goal could be
attained with six-passengercars having a g0
percent market share.

Otto engine scenario No. 2

': 3 0
E
o 2 5
z

Figure 19 summarizes the sensitivity of
fleet
fuel economy to auto and fleet characHeo
teristics.
Particularly noteworthy are the
il.,
benefits from reduced performance or adoption of the diesel. The sensitivity data indi
0
10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100
cates
the fuel economy gains associatedwith a
M I X ,P E R C E NSTI X . P A S S E N GCEARR S
reduction
in the share of six-passengercars
( P E B C E NFTI V E - P A S S E N GCEARR S=
percent to 30 percent can be
from
50
P ER C E N TF O UB - P A S S E N G
R EC A B S )
achievedby (a) the dieselization of larger cars,
Figure18. 1985 new car fleet fuel economyversus (b) accelerated introduction of an upgraded
vehiclemix andacceleration
performance. drivetrain, (c) an improvement in Otto engine
fuel economy of 10 percent, or (d) a reducAt current mix (50 percent six-passenger, tion in acceleration performance. Thesealter25 percent five-passenger, 25 percent fournative approaches suggest the wide range of
passenger) and a power-to-weight ratio of
options, with varying marketing and technical
0.03 hp/lb (0 to 60 mi/h in 15 s), 1985 new
risk, available to achieve fuel economy goals.
car fleet fuel economy could be 25.2 mi/gal.
Beyond 1985. With ttrre fuel economy,
In order to exceed the fuel economy standard
emissions, and safety steps that will have been
at this performance level, the share of sixput in motion by 1985, the fuel economy of
passenger cars must be reduced below 15
the total automotive fleet will continue to
27.5 mi/gal

t

Figurel9. Sensitivityof new car fleet fuel economyto auto and fleet characteristics.
Base 1985 new car fleet fuel economv: 25.2 mi/ual
Mix:

50 percent six-ltassenger;25 percenl five-passenger;25 percent four-passenger
P e r f o r m a n c e :h p / w t 0 . 0 3 h p / l t r ( 0 - 6 0 m i / h i n l E s )
Engrne: Iop /5 Otto
Errission $afety standards: Current
Incremental changes in fleet fuel economy
a Reduce perforrnitnce to I 7 s
Becluce prer[ormrncc to 20 s
. RedLrccfraction of six-passeilllercars from 50 percent to 40 percent
. Fcduce fraction of six-passcngercars from 50 percent to 30 percenl
. A c c e l e r a t eu t l g r i r d e dt r d n s m i s s i o nt o 1 0 0 p e r c e n t i n l g 8 5
t I nrprove Otto enginc fuel economy hy 10 percent starting in I g80a
t
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t A c c e l e r a t ei n n o v a t i v es t r u c t u r e c
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+1.3
+1.9
+1.3

.
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r

2 9 . 9m i / s a l
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Introduction of safetv levelll
6 percent econoftly ltenalty for emissions I ld
a 1 2 p e r c e n t l u e l c c o n o m y p e n a l t y f o r e m i s s i o n sl l l o
. lvliscellaneous weiqht increasese
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- 1.5
3.1
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oPhase-in upgraddd
of
Otto and dieseli?ation of six-passengercars assumed to phase in at a rate of 10 percent/year.
DDie*l
m i / g a l v a l u e sa r e e x p r e s s e dd $ g d s o l i n ee r l u i v a l e n tg a l l o n s . F o r e q u i v a l c n t g a l l o n s o r r a v o l u m e b a s i sm u l t i p l y i n d i c a t e d v a l u e s
bv 1.,l
clnnovative
s t r u c t u r e p l r a s e - i rar t 1 0 p e r c e n t p e r y e a r s t a r t i n g i n l g B 0 .
oEstirnates
o f f u e l e c o n o r l y l r e n i l l t y v a r y f r o n r n e r ; l i g i b l et o t h o s e s h o w n h e r e .
dlnc.ea$e
of 500 lb in six-glassenger,200 lb in five.Jrassengercars to reflect customer options and other increases.
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improve beyond 1985 to at least 1995 as the
later new cars take over the fleet. The
resultant fuel economy (potentially in the
range of S0 mi/gal) will depend essentiallyon
the market actions, future safety, and environmenta) regulations, and the results of the
ongoing research and development programs'

r

I

Good Future for Automotive Industry and
Employment
The study indicates that it is possible to
achieve desirable imptovements in fuel economy, safety, and emissionswhile also meeting
the needs in respect to the marry other factors
affecting the automobile, such as first cost'
operating costs, changeover times, and performance. If this possibility is achieved, as it
should be, then the automobile can continue
its major role. This means, then, that future
prospects for automotive employment and
the industry can be good- The Nation will be
able to have the valuable mobility provided
by the automobile, with automobile use
increasing with the increase in the driving'age
population.

r

r

create especially serious problems for
smaller manufacturers who are less able to
put up development funds and to risk
major capital on new directions.
Changesin the national economy that have
historically demonstrated overpowering
effect on consumer buying power and
habits cannot be ruled out.
Consumer behavioral patterns are shifting
and are hard to predict' Thesechangesmay
have a real effect on acceptanceof lighter
cars.
Potential changes in regulations on safety,
emissions.and fuel economy create furtlrer
uncertainties. The same is true with respect
to wholly new regulations that may be
introduced (such as those for sulfates).
Unforeseen charrgesin technologa that are
not now clear could alter thc development
path.

I S S U E SO F C O N C E R N

But There is a Risk
The rapid introduction of new fuel economical automobiles over the next decade
dictated by mandatory fuel economy stand"big four" autoards will require for the
mobile matrufacturers a 15' to Z5'percent
increase in capital investment ($5 to $10
billion) over their normal spending levels for
facilites and equipment' If cars continue to
sell at normal rates, this additional capital can
be raised in the national money market, or
can be internally generated, but there are
definite risks associated with these investments:
r The consumer may not buy the lighter ea:rs
in percentages that would yield the
"mandated" fleet economies. Fines on the
manufacturers will not nece$sarily solve
this problem. Alternatively, low consumet
acceptanceof models offered will result in
low total sales. Industry itrvcstment and
overall economic posture would be jeopardized.
r Ability to react to sueh uneertainties ean

The task force has developed a large
amount of useful information and has estimated that a 5O-percentreduction in projected
fuel use by the national automobile fleet is
potentially achievable, provided that the
manufacturers can successfully develop and
apply the necessary automotive technolory
and that customers decide to purchase the
cars rvith high fuel economy.
The goal of minimizing petroleum con'
sumption raises important issues in regard to
the other important national objectives of
improving air quality in metropolitan areas'
reducing highway fatalities and accidents, and
maintaining a viable and strong domestic
automotive industry. Some of these impor'
tant issuesare as follows:
1. How cart the American public be con'
vinced of the need for changeover to more
fuel efficient motor vehicles and be induced
to accept the types of automobiles that will
achieve fuel economy? Without public acceptance and purchases' the most fuel efficient
design is useless.The mandated 27.5'mi/gal
fleet fuel consumption standard in 1985, for
example, appears to be technologically feasible but can only be realized with public
cooperation and full understanding of the
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purpose. This issue looms as the major
dilemma facing the Federal Government and
the industry.
2. How rapidly can industry change over to
more fuel efficient automobiles without undue burden or impact on itself, on it-s
suppliers, or on levels of employment?
Ideally, any changeover should take place
gladually, with adequate advance knowledge
and with maximum flexibility for each seg,
ment of the industry.
3. How should the Nation handle the risk
that the automobile industry must accept in
motor vehicle changeover to fuel efficient
models? The impact of these risks is especially
important in the light of the many uncertainties that underlie such changeovers.
4. How can the considerable risks associated with changeover be reduced for the
smaller companies?
5. How may the Federal Government
effectively balance the sometimes conflicting
objectivesof reduced energy, increasedsafety,
and improved environmental quality in the
requirements it imposes on the automotive
manufacturers and their products, especially
when these requirements are imposed by
several independent agencies with separate
autlrorities?
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6. How far should passenger safety and
emissions control be mandated into automobilc designs?At what point do incremental
costs outweigh incremental gains?
7. What changesshould be made in Federal
policies and regulations to provide effective
incentives for automobile manufacturers to
more rapidly develop and supply automotive
technolog;y having substantial public benefits?
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Ladies and gentlemen, the overwhelming
impressionin the mind of an observerof these
Iast 4 days' proceedings has ta be the tremen'
dous scope, substance, and diversity of the
material presented. Nevertheless,it seems to
me that there were a number of fundamental,
recurrent themes with particular significance
to the parties gathered here. The first is that,
while the generaltopic of our proceedingshas
been vehicle safety resear{:h,the dominating
focus has been the motor vehicle regt-rlatory
process. Whereas we all recognize that the
decisions made by regulatory policymakers
are inevitably, and cluite properly, influenced
by considerationsabove and beyond technical
ones, it is clear that we sharea conviction that
our job as researchersis to assure that the
decisionrnaker is provided with the compre'
hensive and rigorous technical data he needs
to make his necessatily subjective judgments
thorougly informed.
We come to see,more and more, how the
impacts of the various elements of motor
vehicle regulation are inextricably intertwined-with the clear implication for us, as
researchers, that the comprehensive and
analytical approach (to use the jargon introduced in the London conference, the S3E
concept) is indeed necessaryif we are to meet
the technical support requirements for responsible and effective regulation. These proceedings have also shown clearly, however,

that much work needs to be done in the
subsystems field that provide the building
blocks of our broader integrated studies. In
particular, continued efforts are needed to
upgrade the accident data baseand associated
zuralysismethodology to develop standardized
measurement procedures atrd criteria for the
of both active and passive safety
a.ssessment
performance, and to better understand the
fundamental mechanisms of accident and
injury causation.
The international program of collaboration
in the field of motor vehicle safety and, in
particular, these Experimental Safety Vehicle
Conferences, which bring us together to ex.
change and stimulate our ideas, have contributed greatly to our curretrt levels of
knowledge and understanding of the matters
that we deliberate. I am confident that this
program will continue to lead the way in
responding to the evolving research requirements of the motor vehicle regulatory community.
Before closing, I would like to expressmy
eincere appreciation to the many delegates
whose presentations have provided the substance of thesc proceedings;to my colleagues
on the American delegation, especia-llyMr'
Shively, and to the staff of this hotel for the
excellent programmatic and administrative
arrangementsfor the conference; to the U.tJ.
State Department and the Motor Vehicle
Manufacturers Association for their hospitality; to our most able and hard-working
fuanslators;and to all of you participants and
observersfor your interest and attention'
Ladies and gentlemen, the Sixth Inter'
national Technical Conference on Experimental Safety Vehicles is adjourned'
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